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Abstract - Electroconvection in nematic liquid crystals is a paradigm for pattern
formation in anisotropic systems, exhibiting a complex spatiotemporal dynamical
structure. We present here the result of a bifurcation study of the motion of a
planar layer of nematic liquid crystals subjected to a transverse electric field. The
linear stability problem is solved analytically for the velocity and electric poten-
tial. Ginzburg Landau type amplitude equations are then used for the weakly
nonlinear analysis near threshold. A rich variety of patterns, like travelling waves
and rectangles, standing rectangles and rolls, alternating waves and more complex
spatiotemporal structures, is predicted at Hopf bifurcation. Eckhaus instability
boundaries for these patterns are determined, too.
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1 Introduction

Electroconvection(EC) in nematic liquid crystals(NLC) is a pattern forming
process related to the anisotropic properties of the liquid crystal. NLC differ
from ordinary, isotropic liquids by the fact that the molecules they consist of
are on average locally oriented along a preferred direction, called the direc-
tor. For EC, the NLC is sandwiched between two glass electrode plates and
an electric potential difference is applied across the layer. Above a critical
value Vc of the applied ac voltage an electrohydrodynamic instability may
occur as a transition from the uniform state to a variety of patterns. At
onset one typically observes periodic patterns of convection rolls - normal or
oblique rolls, depending on the frequency. With increasing voltage transi-
tions take place either to complex spatiotemporal states, induced by defects,
or to more complicated quasi-periodic patterns (see [11] for a review).
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